
WEEK 2 
 
August 28, 2023 to September 3, 2023 
 
 
********* 
 
Boys Varsity 
 
Player #0, the goalkeeper for [TEAM #1], received a red card for Denial of an Obvious Goal 
Scoring Opportunity in the 5th minute. He tripped the attacking player outside of the penalty area 
and was the last defender. 
 
********* 
 
Boys Varsity 
 
During a play in the [Team #1] Penalty Area, [TEAM #1] #7 had some minor jostling with an 
opponent. [TEAM #1] #7 had his arm up and near the opponent's neck and [TEAM #1] #7 used 
his arm to and body to push down. Caution was issued.   
 
********* 
 
Boys Varsity 
 
With approx 10' remaining in the second half - player # 29 - named above - was involved in a 
verbal-physical confrontation involving members of both teams. # 29 pushed an opponent at a 
level judged to be unsporting behavior. He was shown a yellow card. #29 had been cautioned 
earlier in the match for a tactical foul - so following the second yellow card he was shown a red 
card and disqualified. 
 
********* 
 
Boys Varsity 
 
With approx 10' remaining in second half [Team #1] player #21 - named above - was part of a 
brief verbal and mild-moderate level physical confrontation involving members of both teams. 
Officials were able to separate players and the situation deescalated - but during the process #21 
began pushing-shoving an opponent. Teammates restrained him and #21 tried to break free to 
reengage in physical confrontation. We did not clearly hear his words but it was evident he was 
verbally taunting and provoking an opponent - this included raising a middle finger toward the 
opponent. #21 was shown a red card for violent conduct. 
 
 
 
 



********* 
 
Boys Varsity 
 
A [Team #1] attacker in the penalty area kicked the ball towards the goal.  The ball deflected off 
a [Team #2] defender and left the field.  A corner kick was awarded to [Team #1].  Immediately, 
calls from the [Team #2] bench and from spectators called for a goal kick, as they may have not 
been able to see the deflection off the [Team #2] defender.  After several disparaging comments 
were made by the spectators, a [Team #2] spectator said loudly and clearly “are you on the take.”  
I stopped the clock and approached the [Team #2] coach.  I directed him to convey to the 
spectators that the comments needed to stop immediately or I would have no choice but to take 
further action to either remove the spectators or terminate the match.  The coach complied and 
there were no further incidents. 


